
If it seems like you’re repositioning your fifth
wheel after every drop, here’s the perfect
solution. The new Fontaine ASB Air Slide makes
adjustments faster and easier than ever before.
The ASB also features new design improvements
that will extend service life.

The ASB air slide features a new composite air
cylinder that improves sealing performance and
provides superior corrosion resistance for
longer service life. The new Quad-Lock™ four
point locking system increases locking surface
area for greater stability and durability. The
slide increment is 2" for greater slide versatility
and improved payload distribution.

The 3000 top plate features new greaseless
bracket liners that fit on the APB plate to give you
consistent lubrication, reduce wear and cut
maintenance costs. The top plate is manufactured
using ductile iron for increased strength.

The Fontaine® Air Slide Fifth Wheel is available in
a wide range of mounting heights and travel
lengths to meet your hauling needs.

Air Slide Fifth Wheels (ASB)

SL3ASB675012 12" 426
SL3ASB675016 16" 440
SL3ASB675024 63/4" 24" 451
SL3ASB675036 36" 474
SL3ASB775012 12" 431
SL3ASB775016 16" 445
SL3ASB775024 73/4" 24" 456
SL3ASB775036 36" 479

SL3ASB875012 12" 436
SL3ASB875016 16" 450
SL3ASB875024 83/4" 24" 461
SL3ASB875036 36" 484
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3000 Series Top Plate
The economical 3000 Series does not
feature the No-Slack® II technology, but it
does give you several advantages over
ordinary fifth wheels. The locking
mechanism features a patented kingpin
height sensor that acts as a safety trigger.
If the kingpin enters at the wrong height it
will not allow the fifth wheel to close. If you
have no contact ... you have no couple.
This important safety feature virtually
eliminates false trailer couplings to prevent
dangerous high-hitching. Approximate
weight: 215 lbs.
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